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Charmaine A. Nelson Interrogating the Colonial Cartographical 
Imagination

Postcolonial art history has traditionally focused on body-centered categories of depiction 
like portraiture, the nude, and genre. However, in the last decade or so such scholars as 
Jill H. Casid, Kay Dian Kriz, Geoff Quilley, Krista A. Thompson, and John Michael Vlach 
have called for a shift in focus, rigorously exploring how landscape figured in the process of 
European empire building.1 More recently, I have interrogated the racialization of geography 
in the marine landscapes of nineteenth-century British Montreal and Jamaica, examining 
how the colonial infrastructure in the Americas—what the Cuban writer Antonio Benítez-
Rojo called la flota—came to be represented in certain (often unexpected) sites of empire.2 As 
Edward Said argued in his groundbreaking book Culture and Imperialism (1993), the human 
struggle with geography “is complex and interesting because it is not only about soldiers and 
cannons but also about ideas, about forms, about images and imaginings” (emphasis mine).3 

Borrowing from Said and from the cartography historian J. B. Harley, I posit landscape 
representation as a form of spatial discipline.4 Discipline refers to the ways in which various 
actors (soldiers, geographers, etc.) used cartography and processes like mapping to exert 
control over geography, nature, and human inhabitants (often indigenous peoples) who 
were regularly seen as expendable or an obstacle to some Eurocentric notion of progress. 
In the 1800s British landscapists helped naturalize colonial conquest in Canada and the 
British West Indies by strategically highlighting and suppressing select aspects of the local 
geography. An aquatint from 1825 by the British engraver Thomas Sutherland after James 
Hakewill’s Spring Garden Estate, St. George’s (fig. 1), from A Picturesque Tour of the Island of 
Jamaica, from Drawings Made in the Years 1820 and 1821, for example, is one of only three 
prints (of a total of twenty-one) that represent the lucrative sugarcane crop in any detail, and 
one of only two images that depict enslaved people in proximity to their most normative 
work as agricultural field laborers. Yet the handful of enslaved individuals scattered along 
the road (of the six hundred owned by the plantation owner I. R. Grosett), the prominent 
placement of the Great House, and the complete erasure of the “Negro village” (as it was 

called by nineteenth-century whites in 
Jamaica) position the image as a work 
of proslavery fantasy. 

Artistic forays of this sort were a 
form of imperial intrusion, and the 
idea of intrusion is key. To consider 
Europeans as intruders is to challenge 
the ways in which they presented 
their colonial actions as natural and 
legitimate; it is to interrogate the very 
processes of colonization by recuperat-
ing the presence of indigenous peoples 
and questioning the forced removal 
and transplantation of Africans as 
“necessary” supplements for their 
imperial designs. Helpful here is 
the analysis of the geography and 
international studies scholar Matthew 
Sparke who looks at the coerced 

1 Thomas Sutherland after James 
Hakewill, Spring Garden Estate, 
St. George’s—The Property of I. R. 
Grosett Esquire M.P., from part 3 
of A Picturesque Tour of the Island 
of Jamaica, from Drawings Made 
in the Years 1820 and 1821 (Hurst 
and Robinson and E. Lloyd, 
1825), hand-colored aquatint, 
fol. 12 5/8 in., T683 (Folio A), 
1266998-0042, Paul Mellon 
Collection, Yale Center for British 
Art, New Haven
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2 Shanawdithit, Sketch II. Captain 
Buchan’s Visit in 1810–11 at the 
South Side of the Lake, 1829. 
Black and red lead pencil on 
paper. The Rooms Corporation 
of Newfoundland and Labrador, 
Provincial Museum Division 
Collections. Courtesy The Rooms 
Corporation of Newfoundland 
and Labrador, Provincial Museum 
Division

mapping of Newfoundland by Shanawdithit, the last known living member of the 
island’s native Beothuk people.5 Rather than reading her maps as supplements to a 
superior European geography or artifacts of indigenous backwardness, Sparke focuses 
on Shanawdithit’s ability to decipher and reproduce the conventions of European 
cartography while imparting her indigenous knowledge, sense of geographic order, and 
embodied memory. 

For instance, in Captain Buchan’s Visit in 1810–11 at the South Side of the Lake (fig. 2), 
Shanawdithit simultaneously adopted a bird’s- or God’s-eye perspective of the lake and 
surrounding land as well as a face-on view that includes groups of erect human figures in 
deliberate motion, dotted lines marking their travels crisscrossing the water. The map does 
not depict hypothetical or potential movement but, rather, animates the maker’s recollec-
tion of past mobility. Furthermore, the inscription at the upper right, which reads, “The 
taking of Mary March on the north side of the Lake,” demonstrates Shanawdithit’s rejec-
tion of the Western tradition of creating maps that depict empty or emptied land in favor 
of visually documenting her keen understanding of the colonial violence that had been 
visited on her family and her people. Sparke argues: 

Her mapping of Buchan’s party’s route [Scottish naval officer David Buchan’s 1810–11 
expedition to the interior of Newfoundland] . . . documents how the arrival and move-
ments of the colonialists presented new spatial developments that were nonetheless 
interpretable within . . . older and more landed geographic terms. Clearly, the Beothuk 
observed the men in Buchan’s party . . . and they saw them . . . as the map itself under-
scores, from a specifically Beothuk point of view.6
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The active nature of observing, seeing, and having a point of view—attributes that 
imply insight, will, and agency—underscores the colonial nature of landscape produc-
tion (based in colonial Western thought on the idea of a white man’s “on the spot” 
visual encounter with and accurate representation of a place) and showcases a visual 
intelligence on Shanawdithit’s part that European and Euro-Americans arrogantly 
assumed to be theirs alone. 

To read maps and, by extension, landscapes not as authoritative resources that 
provide objective scientific knowledge but as subjective means of expression is to 
expose their political, social, and cultural influence. These forms of visual culture 
produce and assert ways of knowing that are particularly dangerous and sinister, I 
contend, when deployed in the context of the colonization of “other” populations who 
(1) refuted these modes of knowledge, (2) could not “read” or decipher this knowl-
edge (at least initially), and/or (3) had their own sophisticated geographic knowledge 
systems. As Harley has succinctly stated, “As much as guns and warships, maps have 
been the weapon of imperialism.”7 Other types of landscape representation can be 
likewise positioned as “intellectual weapons” and forms of elite knowledge.8 The com-
bination of these two powerful capabilities makes understanding landscape’s effects on 
those it marginalizes even more urgent.9
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